
Urgent Call in support to Ashraf by “Gozareshgar” (“Rep orter”)  

Freedom lovers, human rights and political activist s! 

On Monday, public opinion around the world witnessed barbaric attack by Iraqi 
regime and its law enforcements (police and military) against people living in Ashraf. 
Until now, all reports sent from inside the city indicate 7 killed, hundreds injured and 
almost 50 arrestees. There have been coverage of this news by photos, video clips 
and other means of communication. Until now, injured cannot be treated by medical 
teams though it is forbidden for doctors to go inside and attend them.  

Such attacks have crossed the borders of political lobbying and negotiations between 
states and governments; it is now a human catastrophe! 

The barbaric attack of Iraqi government against defend less people living in Ashraf is 
in line with policies conducted by Islamic Republic of Iran against its political 
opponents in Iran and abroad. The truth is, no matter how we think of Mojahedins 
political agenda, policies and goals and whether we accept them or not, we can 
neither ignore nor close our eyes to an unjustified attack towards people in Ashraf.  

The weaken Islamic Republic announce, on the mean while, its victorious emotions 
towards such incident and tries to reduce the shame on its face due to the actions 
they themselves have done against Iranians during the last few weeks. But the fact 
is, this jubilee causes them more shame and disgrace among citizens of the world.  

We believe that no human being should be subjected to violence, killing and 
misconducts due to her beliefs and political goals. We believe that every human 
being is entitled to the rights to live free and as a human being. We believe that any 
state, organization etc, violate this rights should be condemned.  

We, undersigned, demand: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.      <!--[endif]-->All the arrestees should be released immediately. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.      <!--[endif]-->All the injured should be treated and attended by 
medical professionals. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.      <!--[endif]-->International organs responsible for lives of people 
living in Ashraf should immediately investigate misconducts and actions taken by Iraqi’s 
police and military 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4.      <!--[endif]-->International organs should have permanent 
representatives in Iraq and region in order to stop such catastrophic incidents to be repeated 
until all the people living in Ashraf being transferred to a safe third country. 

 

We hope our joint action can prevent such catastrophe to happen again and by our 
joint action show that our support to the rights: to be respected as a human being, is 
a part of rights for any world citizen. This rights should not recognize any “if” and 
“but”.  

Once again thanks for your support.  

Please send your support to info@gozareshgar.com .  Our site: 
www.gozareshgar.com  



The entire signatures should come to us latest 15th August 2009 in order to send 
them to international organs.  

Copy: to all international organs which have duty to protect and defend human rights.  

 

  

 

  

 


